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Siege is a total conversion tactical-action
experience brought to you by Skydivers,

developers of Warzone 2. This is a VR
exclusive game, so you can enter a

different reality where all your senses are
elevated to the highest degree. Create an
immersive experience with this game - a

virtual reality game where you feel yourself
to be in a special world where you can use

the full immersive power of the VR to
experience all the adventure and thrill.

Experience the action as never before, by
using high fidelity physics, graphics and

sound to create a unique experience.
Create your own victories in the context of
classic siege warfare - mount an attack to
capture castles, walls, towns, villages and

recruit a strong fighting force. Build
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fortifications and protect your own position
Delve into dungeons and conquer them

Fulfill different tasks Turn your enemies into
allies You can control the unit at any time

during the battle using the intuitive
management system. Choose your own

tactics Fight for glory - for victory or death
Test yourself in combat - try everything

possible to help your friends and raiders Go
to the next level - be ready to think as

quickly as a commander-in-chief Have fun
Be confident in your own battle - once you
are accustomed to the system, you will be

able to develop your tactics for any
situation Dive into the game and show what

you are made of! The game provides you
with a system that will allow you to manage
and control even the smallest unit. Only the
most experienced commander will be able

to handle a battle of this size! You are
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already a master of the virtual reality? Well,
now you will be. In this new reality, you will
be able to move easily and even participate

in the battle in the real world. Enter the
world of war. Secure control of the castles,
walls, and gates, and begin to develop your

own strategy, to attack, attack and seize
control of the enemy tower and dig up your

allies. Strike! Enter the battle and face a
challenge - Mount a strong assault to

capture the enemy castle and become a
master of the tactical revolution! Play.
Enjoy. Story The game tells the story of
medieval England. Here, the lords of all
countries fight for glory. You will have to
lead warriors, who trust you to save the
world from the domination of the French

Duke. Defend the castle! The game is
based on the classic Siege engine with a

twist. The changes include
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Star Apprentice: Magical Murder Mystery Features Key:
Published for v1.1

The first step to shed the feeling of "It is just a game, don't be afraid" and to receive real
cooperation

The first PC RPG!
Assimilating, fighting and working with alien life forms.

Train your own alien pilot.
Can you complete the unforgivingly difficult Gauntlet course with your alien pilot and

airship
Dare to do the solo adventures, or relax in the online multiplayer

Discover them all in Steam!

You can find out more about the game in the in-game description here :
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